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Abstract

Over the last decade, significant changes have affected the work that data repositories of all kinds do. First, the emergence of globally unique and persistent identifiers (PIDs) has created new opportunities for repositories to engage with the global research community by connecting existing repository resources to the global research infrastructure. Second, repository use cases have evolved from data discovery to data discovery and reuse, significantly increasing metadata requirements.

To respond to these evolving requirements, we need retrospective and on-going curation, i.e. re-curation, processes that 1) find identifiers and add them to existing metadata to connect datasets to a wider range of communities, and 2) add elements that support reuse to globally connected metadata.

The goal of this work is to introduce the concept of re-curation with representative examples that are generally applicable to many repositories: 1) increasing completeness of affiliations and identifiers for organizations and funders in the Dryad Repository and 2) measuring and increasing FAIRness of DataCite metadata beyond required fields for institutional repositories.

These re-curation efforts are a critical part of reshaping existing metadata and repository processes so they can take advantage of new connections, engage with global research communities, and facilitate data reuse.
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Data Availability: The data used in this work were provided by Institutional Repositories and retrieved from DataCite using the public DataCite API during late 2021 and early 2022. These metadata are constantly being maintained and change over time so the now out-of-date metadata are not available. The software used in the analysis was customized to accommodate translation of metadata models used in each repository to the DataCite model and uploading that metadata to DataCite. It is not easily generalizable.
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Introduction

Curation is an important role that data repositories implement in a variety of ways. What does curation include? Where does curation occur in the data life cycle? How is the impact of curation measured? These questions are answered in many ways across the broad spectrum of repositories.

Many conceive of curation as a process that happens early in the preservation part of the data life cycle. Typically, a dataset is submitted to a repository and curation is the process of working with the researcher to enhance the dataset and related metadata to increase suitability for sharing and long-term preservation while increasing the potential for reuse. The result of this curation is an improved data package being accepted into the repository.

The recent emergence of a family of globally unique and persistent identifiers is making it possible to connect research objects from around the world in new and novel ways. However, making these connections requires that unique identifiers for the research objects exist in metadata. While recently created metadata may include them, they are generally absent or rare in metadata created before the identifiers existed, leaving many existing research objects outside of the connected global research community.

The Data Curation Network (Johnston et al. 2018) is made up of curation and digital curation experts from many research institutions. Together, they have proposed and promulgated a model of digital curation which includes seven steps (CURATED): Check files and code, Understand the data, Request missing information, Augment metadata, Transform formats, Evaluate for FAIRness, and Document all activities that are designed to be carried out as a dataset is submitted to and accepted into a repository. This curation process, referred to here as Record Curation, clearly results in improved quality of data in many institutional repositories.

The introduction of identifiers as critical metadata elements changes the landscape considerably, adding work to the “Augment metadata” step in record curation processes. Identifiers can be found or created and added to new metadata going forward, but existing records remain without these identifiers. Bringing these existing records up to current standards requires repository re-curation, in this case, curating existing records again by augmenting their metadata to include new identifiers.

Re-curation is different from record curation in several ways. First, it involves connections to a wide variety of metadata sources in a variety of metadata dialects (DataCite, Crossref, ORCID, ROR, OpenAlex, ScholeXplorer, etc.). Second, re-curation is an on-going process as the landscape continues to evolve with new kinds of objects getting identifiers (e.g. samples, instruments, projects), new communities using identifiers in new ways, and identifiers migrating between types (e.g. International Generic Sample Number, IGSNs, becoming Digital Object Identifiers, DOIs). In many cases, these differences mean that new tools are required for facilitating the re-curation work.
Examples from Dryad and DataCite will demonstrate approaches for discovering identifiers for papers (DOIs), people (ORCIDs), organizations and funders (RORs) and re-curating existing metadata to include those identifiers as well as additional content supporting reuse. This will include demonstration of simple metrics for measuring the impact of this re-curation and demonstrating the benefits to repository communities and managers.

Re-Curating Identifiers in the Dryad Data Repository

Connections

The Dryad Data Repository formed during 2008 with the goal of providing curation and preservation for datasets associated with published scientific articles. The original metadata model was simple. The dataset submission guidelines were: “To deposit data, simply mail it to submit@datadryad.org. Please include a title and short description for each file, as well as a reference to the relevant publication.”

The decision to require references to “the relevant publication” was a critical one that fundamentally changed the nature of Dryad from an isolated data repository (Figure 1A) into a connected virtual repository of data and articles (Figure 1B). Note that these connections were made in the form of references, like connections between articles in the literature had always been made.

During 2018 Dryad formed a strategic partnership with the California Digital Library (Dryad, 2018) and the metadata model and management processes began to evolve, emerging as the “New Dryad” during late 2019 (Dryad, 2019). Part of this evolution included addition of DOIs for the articles related to Dryad datasets which also enabled a richer set of connections to many types of resources (articles, software, preprints, etc.) for Dryad datasets. This evolution is illustrated by the addition of Crossref (C) and DataCite (D) to Figure 1. Identifiers for papers and other research objects were migrated to DataCite as part of the Dryad DataCite repository.

![Figure 1](https://example.com/figure1.png)

**Figure 1**: Evolution of Dryad from an isolated data repository(A) to a connected virtual repository with data and related papers (B) and then to a connected element of the global research infrastructure with article metadata in Crossref (and other repositories) (C) and dataset metadata in DataCite (D).
It is important to note that connecting Dryad datasets to papers is not the primary purpose of either Crossref or DataCite. Instead, it is a part of the services these identifier infrastructures and their metadata schema provide to their users. Many repositories, journals, and users all over the world use these identifiers for making the same kind of connections building a global PID Graph (Fenner and Aryani 2019).

**Affiliations and Organizational Identifiers (RORs)**

The original Dryad metadata model (Habermann 2019) focused on connecting multiple data files into packages and administering the preservation of those data packages. It relied on connected papers as critical contributors to the documentation required to discover, understand, and re-use datasets. Even author names and affiliations were not included in the metadata as they were available in the papers.

During 2019 a new community-driven identifier for organizations (ROR) was being developed and Dryad decided to add this new identifier for nearly 100,000 organizations in over 20,000 dataset metadata records (Gould and Lowenberg 2019). Given the Dryad metadata model, re-curating the metadata to add identifiers for organizations required two steps: 1) finding affiliations and 2) using those affiliations to find RORs. Fortunately, the Dryad metadata included connections to Crossref, a standard source for author affiliation strings that could be retrieved using DOIs included in Dryad metadata (Figure 2A). This resulted in a long list of affiliation strings with the well-known ambiguity and complexity of different spellings, abbreviations, and extraneous text.

**Figure 2**: Re-curation of Dryad with consisted of three steps. A) DOIs from Dryad were used to search Crossref for affiliations, funder names, and award numbers, B) those affiliations were used to search ROR for organizational identifiers (RORs), C) the affiliations, RORs, funder names and identifiers were added to DataCite metadata.
This was early in the days of ROR, so approaches were developed to searching these affiliations to convert them to RORs (Figure 2B). This search resulted in 91% of the Dryad datasets having RORs for at least one organization (Lowenberg and Habermann 2019). The New Dryad was using the DataCite metadata model which includes authors, affiliations, and affiliation identifiers, so the new content could be easily added to DataCite to become available to the global research infrastructure (Figure 2C).

Since that initial effort, Dryad has incorporated RORs into their standard dataset submission interface (Gould and Lowenberg 2019), collecting RORs for most incoming dataset affiliations. At the same time, the number of organizations with RORs is increasing (e.g. 2,010 new organization records during 2022) and methods for finding RORs from affiliations are improving, so on-going re-curation is needed to keep the RORs current.

Identifiers for Funders and Awards

Identifiers for funders and awards are metadata elements critical for bringing together resources supported by a particular funder or created in any funded project. Like affiliations, funder metadata (names and award numbers) and how they are used in research objects and metadata vary significantly. Thus, funders can benefit from creating and using unique identifiers just like research organizations are benefitting from RORs.

This problem was addressed by Elsevier and Crossref with the implementation of the Crossref Funder Registry (Crossref 2020) as a shared resource for funder identifiers that disambiguate the many names that are used for organizations that fund research projects. Typical funder metadata combines these identifiers with the funder name and the award number to create unique and permanent connections between funders and research objects.

During 2021 Dryad took on a second major re-curation effort, in this case focused on funder identifiers rather than RORs. The archive was searched for funder names that were normalized when possible and Crossref was searched for funder metadata provided for related articles. When this information was found, it was added to the Dryad dataset metadata (Figure 2A, C).

Figure 3 shows the results of this funder metadata re-curation project, comparing the number of award numbers, funder names, and funder identifiers in all Dryad metadata (~10,000 datasets) during 2020 and 2021 before and after the update. The focus on funder identifiers resulted in addition of identifiers for nearly all the datasets that had funder names and award numbers.
Re-Curation

Re-curation workflows were introduced by Hoyt et al. 2019 as part of the process of keeping metadata for biological research up to date. Addition of new metadata elements into repositories to enable new capabilities and connections is a critical part of these processes. The Dryad repository evolution described above included several phases of re-curation: the introduction of Crossref DOIs for connecting Dryad datasets to papers, the adoption of the DataCite metadata model and the migration of the metadata to DataCite, the addition of author affiliations, the addition of RORs for affiliated organizations, and the addition of identifiers for funders and awards. All these phases have resulted in more complete metadata and greatly improved connections between Dryad research objects, related papers, research organizations, and funders.

Improving FAIRness of Metadata in Institutional Repositories

Institutional repositories serve academic researchers by providing detailed data management guidance and resource preservation. The guidance typically includes specific recommendations for metadata required to support many FAIR Principles. This guidance and interaction between researchers and data management experts results in resources with high-quality metadata addressing many of the FAIR requirements. Digital Object Identifiers (DOIs) for identifying resources are important elements included in this guidance.

Many institutional repositories use DataCite as a source for DOIs for datasets and other research resources. DataCite metadata focus on resource identification and citation and require only a small number of metadata elements. In most cases, only these minimum metadata are provided to DataCite by the Institutional Repository to minimize the effort required to satisfy the requirement to get a DOI for the institutional
Academic researchers also submit datasets and other resources to DataCite through other repositories like Zenodo, Harvard DataVerse, Dryad, ICSPR, and many others (Figure 4B). Datasets submitted this way can sometimes be found and associated with institutions by searching creator affiliations or RORs in the DataCite metadata, i.e. searching for creator affiliation = "*University*of*X*".

Measuring Metadata FAIRness

The FAIR Principles (Wilkinson et al. 2016) provide high level guidance for improving findability, access, interoperability, and re-use of data. Evaluating compliance with these principles is typically done at the level of repository practices (see Devaraju and Huber 2021 for an overview).

Jones et al. 2016 describe a generalized approach to evaluating compliance with community standards that focuses more attention on completeness of specific metadata elements. This approach was extended to facilitate evaluation of DataCite metadata FAIRness (Habermann 2019B) and applied to over 100 DataCite member repositories managed by the German Technical Information Library (Burger et al. 2021 and Habermann 2021).

The FAIR evaluation determines completeness (% of records that include the element) of over fifty DataCite metadata elements in four categories (Findable Essential, Findable Supporting, AIR Essential, AIR Supporting). Results are shown in a collection of four rose diagrams, one for each category (Figure 5).
diagrams show completeness (0 in the center, 100% on the edge) of ~fifty documentation concepts that map to appropriate metadata elements in various dialects.

The pattern seen in Figure 5 is common across many DataCite repositories and reflects the repository practices denoted in Figure 4A, i.e. only the required fields (in the Findable Essential and AIR Essential categories) are complete. The totals show the completeness for each category. These four completeness measures, along with the completeness over the total set of elements, are compared in Figure 6 and Figure 7 for the two metadata sets described above and illustrated in Figure 4.

**Figure 5**: Schematic diagram showing completeness of a representative selection of 190 DataCite metadata records in four categories given above each rose diagram. The names of documentation concepts in each category are given around the edges of each diagram and completeness is shown from 0% in the center to 100% at the edge. Total completeness (%) is shown for each category is shown in Figures 6 and 7 for several sets of repositories.

**Improving Global Metadata Completeness**

Figure 4 shows two pathways into the global research infrastructure for metadata from academic institutions: one through Institutional Repositories (A) and one through other repositories (B). The FAIR analysis approach described here provides a way to compare DataCite metadata for these two pathways. Differences in completeness between these two types of metadata are shown by category averages for six institutional repositories in Figure 6. Metadata from the Other Repositories (blue, solid) is more complete that metadata from the Institutional Repositories (red, dashed) and the differences are clear and consistent across all the institutions, suggesting a general characteristic.
As described above, the Institutional Repositories partner with the researchers to create complete metadata. The observations in Figure 6 suggest that many metadata elements for which content is known do not make it from the Institutional Repository into DataCite. Examining metadata in the Institutional Repositories shows that this is, in fact, the case. Many of the metadata elements included in the FAIR evaluation exist in that metadata. For example, the Abstract element is available in nearly all the Institutional Repository metadata but not in DataCite. Abstract is not required in DataCite so it does not make it through the Institutional Repository metadata submission process.

This example is different from the Dryad case shown above in that the need for re-curation is related to technical repository processes instead of new identifiers. To address it, therefore, processes must be evolved. We developed custom tools to transfer missing metadata elements to DataCite and ran the evaluations on the re-curated metadata. The results in Figure 7 show that increases in completeness across the board can be accomplished using new processes to transfer existing metadata. See Habermann 2022 for another example.

Figure 6: Completeness scores in four FAIR categories and total for DataCite metadata from six Institutional Repositories (red dashed, Figure 4A) and Other Repositories (blue solid, Figure 4B). The metadata sets were retrieved using the DataCite API searching for Institutional Repository IDs and for Institutional Affiliations. The average number of records per set was 520.
Conclusion

The global research infrastructure that has emerged over the last decade continues to provide an expanding set of connections between journal articles, datasets, researchers, research organizations and many other kinds of research objects. Participating in this network requires unique and persistent identifiers for these objects.

Research repositories around the world have existed for many years and metadata in these repositories created prior to the emergence of these identifiers needs to be augmented to facilitate connections. This metadata augmentation is an on-going curation process, termed re-curation. Two re-curation efforts are described here.

The first described a process of taking advantage of existing DOIs in Dryad metadata to retrieve affiliations and identifiers for organizations and funders from the global research infrastructure (Crossref and ROR). Once found, these identifiers were added to Dryad metadata and then submitting to DataCite, enriching the network of connections to these datasets.

The second example demonstrated augmenting the global infrastructure with existing metadata from institutional repositories that goes beyond the minimum metadata required by DataCite for identification and citation. This included abstracts, keywords, temporal extents, and funder information. These metadata
extend the possible use cases of the global infrastructure beyond the “get a DOI” use case and provide some support for the FAIR principles beyond findability.

Participating in the global research community requires on-going metadata evaluation and improvement efforts that augment the current practice of curating metadata and datasets only during the submission process. These two examples demonstrate that information required to connect repositories to the growing research infrastructure exists and can be harvested and utilized to add connections and re-use metadata to existing repositories. This work benefits the entire research community by integrating existing resources into on-going research with rich connections between people, institutions, funders, and results.

---

**Data Availability**

The data used in this work were provided by Institutional Repositories and retrieved from DataCite using the public DataCite API during late 2021 and early 2022. These metadata are constantly being maintained and change over time so the now out-of-date metadata are not available. The software used in the analysis was customized to accommodate translation of metadata models used in each repository to the DataCite model and uploading that metadata to DataCite. It is not easily generalizable.
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